***** Raffle for a FREE class set of the book of your choice. *****

Schools & Teachers Take Note!
Easy to Enter - Enter Now!!

**Bring Your Students Along As America Moves West!**

Designed as educational activity books, these four books, using the standards, utilize both primary and secondary source materials. Easy-to-use, they are perfect for middle/high school students and teachers and adaptable for the intermediate grades. They may be used as units, individual topics, or to reinforce prior learning.

Packed full of ready-to-use information, encompassing a wide variety of topics and related activities:

**Topics** - Motivations & objectives; historical development; supplies & equipment; methods of travel; routes traveled; landmarks; significant individuals; hazards; journal selections & daily life; and accomplishments.

**Interdisciplinary activities** - Timelines; word searches; map interpretation; reading comprehension exercises; crossword puzzles; classification; chart interpretation; graph construction; matching, summary writing and more.

**Additional features** - “Brainbusters” that encourage and direct further learning/research; and answer keys.

**Following Lewis and Clark’s Track** is just the book for learning about Thomas Jefferson, the Louisiana Purchase and the Lewis and Clark Expedition and the Corps of Discovery.
64 pages.

**Reading, Writing, and Riding Along the Oregon-California Trails** provides just the right information about the greatest migration in American history to Oregon & California.
64 pages.

**Finding the Right Place** tells the story of the history of the Mormons and their movement west across the plains to Utah.
56 pages.

**Here Comes the Pony** discusses both the history and the folklore related the Pony Express during its short, but important run.
64 pages.

---

Published by the Oregon-California Trails Association

Each book priced at only $8.95. Discounts available on class sets.

**Instructions:**
For a chance to receive a class set of the book of your choice, send a postcard to the OCTA-Raffle at the above address. The card MUST include the following: 1) teacher’s name; 2) subject/level taught; 3) school’s name; 4) school’s address; 5) school’s telephone number; 6) the number of students in class, and 7) the specific title or subject of the book you wish to receive.

Drawing for the books will take place from all the postcards that have been received by February 1. Please allow time for the card to arrive. Use a separate card for each trail book or entry.